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1. His butler - Min.Im in the estate Phantomhiv, a guest appears with an offer for Ciel, but soon it becomes clear that the man has ulterior motives2. His butler - in the royal mission Of Manege2424 Min.Im, Ciel and Sebastian are investigating a possible connection between a traveling circus and a group of
missing children3. His butler is hired 24 min. When Sebastian and Ciel want to join the circus, Ciel must prove his talent and the two see a familiar face behind the scenes.4 His fellow butlers24 min. With other members of the circus, Sebastian and Ciel learn about the plan to catch a large number of
showers in the next few days5. His butler - flies 24 min. While Sebastian and William compete with each other in a nervous trapeze, Ciel looks for clues in the tents of the main artists and gets into danger6. His butler is a 24 min. Sebastian flatters the Beast to find out who is actually in charge of the circus.
Ciel has feverish nightmares.7 His butler - lovingly groomed 24 min. After hearing about Ciel and Sebastian, the leader of the troupe desperately wants to meet them, but a banquet in their honor takes a grim turn8. His butler smiles mockingly for 24 min. Ciel makes an alarming discovery. Grell Sutcliffe
returns to work, and members of the circus prepare an attack on the estate Phantomhive9. His butler - a rather serene24 min.Circus doctor reveals the amazing truth about the prosthetic troupe. The act of violence pushes Ciel to the limit of his resilience. His butler - leads from 25 min. After she discovers
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